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THE COMING “PEARL HARBOR” EVENT / BIDEN PREPARING FOR 
WAR—AGAINST AMERICA! / 

                   Original Air Date: 12.09.23 

Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 
e fight for election integrity continues—it’s a fight we cannot 
afford to lose. 
Some weird new revelations about C-19. 
Tucker interviews Alex Jones! Wow! e FIGHT is ON O Christian 
Soldier — Globalist Assault on the world targets the U.S. 
AZ is becoming active: many African illegals have breached the 
border. ey are strolling down the middle of the streets. Watchers 
are warning Arizonians to lock their doors. Others are taking more 
aggressive action.  Combine this with increasing reports of Chinese 1

military aged men crossing our borders illegally. 
Biden pressured Visa, Mastercard, and AmEx to track all arms 
purchases — they went along with this. 
is looks like Biden is preparing for WAR — not against America’s 
enemies, but against America. 
Okay, my friends! It’s time for your Brain Massage®. 
[TRUTH] 
I’m probably going to end up centering the show on the Tucker 
Jones interview, but that interview provides context for literally 
everything that’s going on in this country, and in the world, right 
now. 

 https://twitter.com/leslibless/status/1732961217478553741?s=201
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e fight for election integrity continues—it’s a fight we cannot 
afford to lose. 
I’m reading RIGGED: How the Media, Big Tech, and the Democrats 
Seized Our Elections, by author of Justice On Trial, Mollie 
Hemingway — fortunate name for author — it’s informative and 
helpful to me in preparing my upcoming book, ELECTIONS or 
SELECTIONS: e People’s Right of Consent — Hemingway hardly 
touches the Dominion voting machine issue, and. think she glosses 
over it. Nevertheless, as I’ve said many times a while back, while it 
has been proved that the machines flip votes and are calibrated to 
steal elections — it’s not possible to get away with that without a 
massive cover up operation that involves maneuvers like “2000 
mules” stuffing absentee ballots in the drop boxes paid for by 
Facebook’s Zuckerberg, ballots that were not duly authorized, filled 
in by machine — yeah, all of this has been proved! e machine 
side of the steal has connections to CCP, Germany, and Italy — but 
the cover up is an American operation — well, except for the 
ballots printed by CCP controlled printers — all of that will come 
out in my book. What I do is present only what has been proved, 
that is, what we know for sure. But the really interesting part of my 
book will be the biblical insights showing the People’s Right of 
Consent is a biblical principle.  
e latest thing to come out about the machines is the claim that 
they are scrupulously tested before each election is a sham. O, they 
are tested, a sampling is sent in for a look under the hood. And the 
standards against which they are tested are from 2005, and 2014 at 
the latest. Technology has gone from flip phones to iPhones in that 
time, the capacity of thumb drives to carry data has gone from 200 
mg to Terabytes — code degrades over time, and is corruptible. No 
financial institution would trust machines used for computing that 
were not totally secure with multiple levels of independent testing 
— so when. you get done looking at this you discover the voting 
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machines we depend upon are actually not tested against any 
standard that provides security for our elections.  
e vulnerable spots in the debate about the voting machines is the 
manuals that show vulnerabilities, I mean that literally explain how 
to manipulate the tabulators, the lie that they are meaningfully 
tested before each election,  and the claim there are no modems 
installed in the machines — just ask them for a look under the 
hood and watch what happens. O, and demand they give you a look 
at the routers, too! 
e PEOPLE’S RIGHT OF CONSENT is sacred, it comes from 
GOD, we must DEMAND THAT RIGHT BE RESPECTED. ey 
work for us. We must tell them to get rid of the machines—that we 
don’t trust them any more than we trust the MSM, establishment 
doctors, or the COVID vaccine.  
I’m looking at some pictures taken from a microscope examining 
COVID-19 on a slide that reveals some very disturbing structures 
that do not appear to be biologic! See for yourself — check out this 
link.  I keep hearing about the discovery of some human designed 2

nano-machines found in the virus exposed to the vaccines.  
Here is a fellow that back in 2021 got his first jab and the followup 
booster, started feeling not so good aer the first jab, but aer the 
booster, got very sick — it increased until finally he was 
hospitalized where they extracted multiple very large blood clots 
from his lungs.  3

You heard, perhaps, that a NZ tech responsible for programing the 
payment program for Pfizer jabs  started looking at the data and 

 963.17.2-(9) Nixonlab _ David Nixon _ Substack https://davidnixon.substack.com/ See 2

also PDF: 963.17.1-EXPOSURE TO AERIAL EMISSIONS OF NANO COMPOSITE 
MATERIALS RESULTED IN CHOLINESTERASE INHIBITION  By Toxicologist D Go to 
https://anamihalceamdphd.substack.com/subscribe?r=1v2nge&next=https://
anamihalceamdphd.substack.com/p/exposure-to-aerial-emissions-of-nano

 963.17.0-1-Image 12-8-23 at 11.36 AM.jpg3
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discovered an unusually high percentage of fully vaccinated New 
Zealanders were dying from the shot. When he blew the whistle, 
the NZ police arrested him and now he is facing 7 years 
imprisonment simply for revealing public data collected by his 
government. New Zealand is in full blown panic when Barry Young 
blew the lid on how many in New Zealand are dying from the 
Pfizer jab.  4

And in S. Korea, a massive study of the COVID-19 vaccinated 
including millions in the database found “increased risk of blood 
abnormalities” from the mRNA vccines (Pfizer, Moderna, Astra 
Zeneca — but mostly Pfizer) and recommends “careful observation 
… aer vaccination.”  5

People are waking up! Prime Minister of Slovakia took a stand: he 
called the WHO Pandemic Treaty nonsense “invented by greedy 
pharma companies.” He pointed out that “one study aer another 
confirms the scandalous consequences of mass vaccination with 
untested experimental vaccines.”  6

Attacked by the phony plandemic—no time to go into it here, but 
many have identified ways to help you combat the spike protein 
that causes the COVID infection, and that is used by the vaccine to 
combat it. According to a reputable study published by Epoch 
Times, Triple Vaccinated More Likely an Unvaccinated to Get 
Symptomatic COVID-19: Study.   7

 963.17.3-/ "🚨 NEW ZEALAND Data Administrator, Barry young, BLEW THE LID https/4

t.co/WGbNBJO3AG" / X https://twitter.com/pepedownunder/status/
1732557617632043413?s=20

 https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2023.11.15.23298565v1.full.pdf5

 https://twitter.com/VigilantFox/status/1731833565300523401?s=206

 963.17.4-Triple Vaccinated More Likely Than Unvaccinated to Get Symptomatic 7

COVID-19_ Study _ The Epoch Times https-//www.theepochtimes.com/article/triple-
vaccinated-people-more-likely-than-unvaccinated-to-get-symptomatic-covid-19-
study-4819071?
utm_medium=GoogleAds&utm_source=PerfmaxM&utm_campaign=PM_max_Janet_FL
_0503
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If you want some insight into this and what to do to protect 
yourself, see Sarah Green, at holisticsarahpa.com. She’ll explain 
what’s going on with the spike protein and what you can do about 
it. Go to holisticsarahpa.com and set up an appointment just as if 
your life depended on it — and by the way, if you’ve had COVID 
and or taken the jab, you need to have a talk with Sarah. Go to 
holisticsarahpa.com. Or contact me, and I’ll text or email her office 
contact information. 
Hold on through the break! I’ll be right back! 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 
liberty. 
Pearl Harbor, December 7, 1941 — a day that will go down in 
infamy! Did you know there are several conspiracy theories about 
Pearl Harbor that are similar to the main outlines of those 
regarding 9-11? We had to fight WWII; it might have been the last 
just war! But it’s a scandal, and a shame, and a blight if Pearl was 
purposely allowed to happen in order to galvanize Americans to 
support our entry into the War. ere were many good reasons to 
justify our entry into that War—! 
is does not mean the Pearl attack was not nefarious and in fact 
cowardly, and deserving of scorn and retaliation! e fact the attack 
was allowed was itself an attack on us by our own government. We 
are getting used to that! And it’s time to put a stop to it! Real 
consequences will be faced by those culpable either before the 
judgment seat of Christ or the Great White rone! But it does not 
lesson the guilt of that generation of Japanese Imperialists — in the 
same way nothing justifies the acceptance of slavery in America, or 
abortion, here or anywhere else in the world.  
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One Japanese Naval Air Commander, Mitsuo Fuchida,  who 8

participated in the attack on Pearl and led the first wave of bomber 
and fighter planes attacking at 7:40 AM, December 7, 1941. He 
ordered the attack! He’s the guy that ordered his radio operator to 
announce: Tora, Tora, Tora! Signaling the fleet they achieved 
complete surprise in their attack. He survived Midway and was 
tasked to inspect Hiroshima aer the Big Boy was dropped, and 
was the only inspector to escape death by radiation poisoning. 
Later, when he met up with Japanese flight engineer that had been 
presumed dead, but had been taken prisoner by the Americans, he 
was shocked to learn how well the engineer was treated as a 
prisoner of war in America. When Fuchida learned about the 
Christian lady whose parents had been killed by Japanese during 
the war, who treated his former engineer with kindness he became 
intrigued and investigated Christianity—he became an evangelist 
who preached the gospel all over America and in Japan. 
e promise of Christmas — on earth peace, good will toward 
men. 
If you have not viewed the Tucker interviews with Alex Jones, I 
strongly recommend it! Here is a link to the full interview.  9

Wow! e FIGHT is ON O Christian Soldier — the Globalist 
Assault on the world targets the U.S. And their US puppet, Biden, is 
preparing for war — not with America’s enemies, but with 
America. Consider the evidence. 
But to set the table for this, let’s talk about the Tucker/Jones 
interview. I listened to it twice through. I’m not going to take you 
through the entire 90 minute interview, but we’ll look at some 

 https://christianhistoryinstitute.org/magazine/article/mitsuo-fuchida-christian-8

evangelist/

 963.30.1-Full Interview/ Tucker on Twitter #46 with Alex Jones - Truth Press https-//9

truthpress.com/news/full-interview-tucker-on-twitter-46-with-alex-jones/
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highlights and I’ll give you just a gist! (e substance or general 
meaning of a speech or text; the real point of an action.)  
Tucker was deeply impressed by Jone’s prediction of 9-11. It’s on 
record — Alex Jones recorded on July 21, 2001 “We know the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff wanted to blow up airliners — [he referenced the 
Baltimore Sun] — or if you let some terrorists do it, like the World 
Trade Center, we will know who to blame, and if it wasn’t an 
outside threat like a (air quotes) Bin Laden, who was a known CIA 
asset in the 80’s, he’s the boogey man they need.” Jones talked about 
airliners flying into the WTC and blaming Osama Bin Laden in July 
of 2001 — and he said it would happen in about mid September.      10

Alex explained it was a prediction based on hundreds of data points 
that came together supporting it  One document he referenced was 
the PNAC document.  PNAC refers to the Project for the New 11

American Century, a think tank tasked to lay out a plan to project 
American power into the upcoming century. ey began in 1997 
and dissolved in 2006, feeling like they achieved their goals. e 
paper they produced laying out their plan for American dominance 
in the next century was called Rebuilding America’s Defenses: 
Strategies, Forces, and Resources For a New Century. [IBID] Half 
the members became part of Bush II’s administration — and it 
turns out, the Bush administration’s agenda was to implement the 
PNAC plan. e plan includes some dramatic changes in the way 
Americans experience liberty and freedom. 
at plan concluded with a disturbing statement: “e process of 
transformation, even if it brings revolutionary change, is likely to be 
a long one, absent some catastrophic and catalyzing event — like a 
new Pearl Harbor.” [IBID]. 

 963.30.1-Full Interview/ Tucker on Twitter #46 with Alex Jones - Truth Press https-//10

truthpress.com/news/full-interview-tucker-on-twitter-46-with-alex-jones/

 963.0.3-A Think Tank Named PNAC (the Project for a New American Century) | 11

Freepress https-//freepress.org/article/think-tank-named-pnac-project-new-american-
century
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A whole lot of other chatter that Jones picked up about the Joint 
Chiefs talking about using airlines for an attack that would 
galvanize American’s behind their PNAC plan, and chatter about 
activities going on with Osama Bin Laden, who was indeed an 
American educated engineer and recruited  CIA asset in the 80s, — 
and Jones put it together. 
He predicted that a terrorist attack involving airlines flying into the 
World Trade Center was being planned and would probably 
happen in mid September of 2001, and that the Bush 
Administration would allow it to happen as a “new Pearl Harbor” 
moment for America to justify putting into place the PNAC plan to 
implement a virtual police state in America — you know, where 
you are arrested without probable cause and your property seized 
and searched every time you get on a Federal plane or walk into a 
Federal building. 
Alex explained that he notice media was talking about how life was 
about to change in America, the RAND Corp and Pentagon were 
chattering about something is going to happen — and, anyway, 
Jones explained it is not mysterious; it was a prediction based on 
hundreds of data points which when assembled convinced Jones 
the Bush administration was planning to allow 9-11 as a pretext to 
implement, for example, TSA groping pat-downs — hey, San Luis 
Obispo Airport, I’ll never use your airport again until you fire that 
Queer that groped me last time I flew out of your airport.  
Alex challenged his listeners to use the WH number, which he 
provided, to call and explain that we know what you are about to 
do, that a terrorist attack using. airlines flying into the World Trade 
Center to stage a Pearl Harbor event — and if it happens, we will 
know what you’ve done. I wonder if anyone called! 
And now it looks like another major Jones prediction is unfolding. 
Alex talked about reading the Rockefeller Foundation’s Operation 
Lockstep in which they describe using a virus to bring in a one 
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world government, implementation of WORLD MEDICAL ID 
(something WHO is talking about right now), it talked about a 
social credit score system, and that they would make people wear 
masks out of fear; that they would shut down sporting events, and 
Alex said, “stuff like that,” which probably includes shutting down 
churches — and by this means they would phase in their new 
tyranny — you know, the one Schwab talks about where you will 
live in 250 square feet houses, what Alex calls coffin houses, in 15 
minute cities, walk everywhere, no cars for the plebes, eat bug 
protein and live in a 100% surveillance state — as Schwab says, 
where you’ll own nothing and be happy!  
Well, we are living in the fulfillment of that right now! But it’s really 
just listening to what these elitist when they declare their 
intentions, they lay out their plans expecting the people to be too 
lazy or too incredulous, or both, to pay any attention to them. 
He said he is currently reading MIT reports of Pentagon scientists 
making projections about a future where the earth will no longer be 
dominated by humans — it will be controlled by transhumans. 
ey’ll put smart dust in our food that will be used to create an 
electromagnetic connection they can use to control behavior — it’s 
wild stuff ! Now I have to wrap this up, so I’ll talk about it some 
more during Brain Massage® LIVE on Saturday night. 
So! Wow! e FIGHT is ON O Christian Soldier — the Globalist 
Assault on the world targets the U.S. And their US puppet, Biden, is 
preparing for war — not with America’s enemies, but with 
America. Consider the evidence. e open borders; what do you 
suppose that’s all about? Of course, it’s multilayered, but one of the 
main purposes is to allow our enemies to embed their soldiers into 
our neighborhoods where they create what we call terrorist cells — 
but CCP is planting Chinese Communist Party soldiers in our 
neighborhoods.  
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AZ is becoming active: many African illegals, we know many 
Hezbollah and Hamas terrorists have entered into our country 
through our porous borders.    No, really, look at these articles; 12 13 14

this has been verified and admitted even by the government press. 
Here is an article telling us a large group of young African men 
crossed our border illegally in AZ, and here is a picture of them 
strolling down the middle of the streets. Watchers are warning 
AZans to lock their doors. 
But others are taking more aggressive action.  BREAKING 15

REPORT: Independent Militia spotted and CONFIRMED BY 
BORDER PATROL in Lukeville, AZ where mass illegal crossings 
have been taking place. 
AMERICA'S BORDER POLICY IS SO BAD, CITIZENS ARE 
NOW FORMING MILITIA’S.  16

Combine this with increasing reports of Chinese military aged men 
crossing our borders illegally.  See footnotes 17, 18, 19.) 17

Biden is inviting enemy combatants into our country. 
Biden pressured Visa, Mastercard, and AmEx to track all arms 
purchases — they went along with this. Using MCC, merchant 

 963.21.1-Is China Sneaking Military Personnel into the U.S. Via Border? What We 12

Know https-//www.newsweek.com/china-military-personnel-us-southern-border-
national-security-mark-green-1807287

 963.21.2-More Chinese migrants are coming to the U.S. on foot, officials say https-//13

www.nbcnews.com/news/asian-america/chinese-migrants-are-coming-us-foot-
officials-say-rcna77244

 963.21.3-Number of people on terrorist watchlist stopped at southern U.S. border 14

has risen https-//www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/number-people-terror-
watchlist-stopped-mexico-us-border-risen-rcna105095

 https://twitter.com/leslibless/status/1732961217478553741?s=2015

 https://x.com/ChurchCallesto/status/1732826243823698042?s=2016

 963.21.1-Is China Sneaking Military Personnel into the U.S. Via Border? What We 17

Know https-//www.newsweek.com/china-military-personnel-us-southern-border-
national-security-mark-green-1807287
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category codes, used to track purchases of certain items not 
connected to the buyer; now Biden wants credit card companies to 
track purchases of firearms by credit card. 
Everything Biden is doing supports an invasion on America. It 
looks like Biden is preparing for WAR — not against America’s 
enemies, but against America. Biden is building and funding his 
army!  You understand that Iran funds Hezbollah, and through 18

Hezbollah, it funds Hamas. e Iranian Mullahs are now openly 
bragging about this. Obama and Biden have supported Iran, 
enriched our enemies, turned over billions of dollars of munitions 
over to our enemies — given billions of dollars to them! 
It’s like everything Biden does serves to weaken us, and strengthen 
our enemies. We need to be willing to SEE what’s in front of us.  
is next election is critical — we need to return the RIGHT OF 
CONSENT to the PEOPLE in order to STOP all this, and finally, 
fully, DRAIN THE SWAMP.  
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 
know if you see them.  
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. at’s 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 
email. 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 
805.314.2114. 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church.

 https://x.com/JesseBWatters/status/1732954811132227981?s=2018
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